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Abstract

In this paper� I review and discuss recent advances in the devel�
opment of algorithms for solving the kinds of geometric match�
ing problems that occur in computer vision� in particular under
bounded error models� I examine both the one�model case �recog�
nition and the many�model case �indexing� and I discuss some
open problems and directions for research�

� Introduction

Visual object recognition is concerned with �nding instances of objects in
images� There are many aspects to this task� but one of the most important
aspects is geometry� That is� given a geometric model of the shape of an
object� a recognition system is to determine whether some projection of that
shape is �partially present in an image�

Visual object recognition has important applications in robotics� commu�
nications� and information retrieval� Because such applications usually have
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to cope with large amounts of image data� and since many of the problems in
visual object recognition have a �combinatorial �avor�� developing e�cient
algorithms for recognition problems is an important task�

Here� we wish to summarize recent important advances in the develop�
ment of e�cient algorithms for visual object recognition� and point out im�
portant areas of future research�

� Bounded Error Recognition

De�nition In order to study the problem of visual object recognition from
an algorithmic point of view� we need to formalize it� More precisely� we have
to decide on representations of images and object models� we have to describe
the imaging process� and �to account for inevitable real�world variations we
need some error model�

The rationale for the approach described below is that we consider an
object to consist of a collection of �features� �localizable visual properties
like edges� corners� parts� surface markings� and that the more of those
features can be identi�ed in an image� the more certain we are that the
corresponding object is actually present in the image �see Figure ��

A very common formalization of this idea is bounded error recognition
with point features��� �� In bounded error recognition with point features� a
model is collections M � fm�� � � � �mnM of points in R

� and an image

is a collection B � fb�� � � � � bnBg of points in R
�� The imaging process is

described as a �D rigid body transformation T �also commonly called a
pose followed by a camera modelP � usually either central projection �pin�
hole camera or �weak�perspective� �orthographic projection followed by a
change of scale�a commonly used approximation to central projection� The
error model is that of bounded error� that is� we assume that the position
of features in the image may di�er from their ideal positions by at most a
small amount ��

Given a particular transformation T � some model features will be mapped
to within the given error bound of some image feature� We say that there is
a correspondence between such model and image features under transfor�
mation T �

The set of all correspondences for a given transformation T form a bi�
partite graph�� we say that this bipartite graph is consistent with the trans�






formation T � On this bipartite graph� we de�ne an evaluation function�
which assigns a quality of match value to the transformation T based on the
graph and the geometric properties of the features participating in the match
�see Figure 
� Usually� this evaluation function will compute the maximum
number of features that can be brought into correspondence without using
any model feature or image feature twice� i�e�� it will compute the size of the
maximal bipartite match�

A bounded error recognition algorithm has to �nd a maximal bipartite
matching between model and image features that is consistent with some
transformation T �

More formally� a bounded error recognition algorithm has to �nd a max�
imal set f�m�i� b�i � i � �� � � � � nmatchg such that �i �� �j if i �� j and �i �� �j
if i �� j� and there exists a T � T such that for all i � �� � � � � nmatch the error
bounds are satis�ed�

kP �Tm�i� b�ik� � � ��

This problem is signi�cantly harder than the usual maximal bipartite match�
ing problem because of the dependence on T � potentially� a di�erent match�
ing problem needs to be solved for each T � T �

Variations Of particular practical importance is the consideration of di�er�
ent sets of transformations T � Because T usually has a rich structure �group
structure� topological structure associated with it� it is usually called trans�
formation space� Commonly used transformation spaces� their properties�
and their applications can be found in Table � �note that several of these
transformation spaces apply to 
D models and that our de�nition of model
changes accordingly�

Another important variation is to substitute polygonal error bounds for
the circular error bounds used in Equation �� That is� we describe error
bounds as a collection of unit vectors ei and associated bounds �i and require
that�

ei � �P �Tm�i� b�i � �i �


For many transformation spaces� using polygonal error bounds means that
all the geometric computations that need to be carried out reduce to oper�
ations with linear inequalities� resulting in a considerable simpli�cation of
recognition algorithms�� see also below�
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There are many other possible variations on the basic paradigm of bounded
error recognition� for example� we might also consider features that are more
complex than point features �lines� curves� regions or consider more compli�
cated error models�

Approximations A particularly useful concept for describing approxima�
tions to the recognition problem is that of a weak recognition algorithm

�de�ned in analogy to a weak membership problem��� Essentially� rather
than insisting that the error bounds � be satis�ed exactly� we introduce a
second parameter � �which is part of the input and allow the recognition
algorithm to arbitrarily consider errors between � and � � � as either sat�
isfying or violating the error bounds� Requiring only weak recognition �for
arbitrary � makes a number of e�cient approximations to the recognition
possible �see RAST and view�based indexing below�

Another common and useful approximation is not to insist on a maximal
bipartite matching� but to use the number of model features that correspond
to some image feature as an approximation� this approximation can be jus�
ti�ed for many kinds of point features���

Constraint Sets A crucial observation�� underlying most of the analysis
and development of e�cient recognition algorithms� is that an individual
correspondence between a model feature and an image feature implies a set of
transformations that is compatible with that correspondence� the constraint
set� More formally� given model point m and image point b� the constraint
set is de�ned as�

C�m� b � fT � kP �Tm� bk � �g ��

Furthermore� to test whether a particular bipartite matching f�m�i� b�ig is
consistent with some transformation reduces to testing whether the intersec�
tion of the corresponding constraint sets is non�empty�

�

i

C�m�i� b�i �� � ��

If we use polygonal error bounds� then in the case of several important
transformation spaces �T
� TRS
� A
� and A� in Table �� constraint sets
turn out to be just polyhedra themselves� In that case� the test in Equa�
tion � can be carried out using linear programming�� Furthermore� other
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transformation spaces �TR
 and TRS� can be viewed as the intersection of
transformation spaces in which a linear solution is possible �TRS
 and A�
with a manifold de�ned by a �xed set of quadratic constraints� This lets us
essentially solve these non�linear cases by solving the linear case in a larger
space and rejecting solutions that do not satisfy the quadratic constraints�

� Recognition Algorithms

Recognition algorithms can be divided into twomajor classes� correspondence�
based algorithms and transformation�space based algorithms� Correspondence�
based algorithms work by organizing the search for a maximal solution around
considering pairs of model and image features� Transformation�space based
algorithm� on the other hand� organize the search around considering di�er�
ent regions of transformation space�

��� Transformation�Space Based Algorithms

Sampling Probably the simplest and oldest recognition algorithm is based
on sampling� That is� transformation space is discretized� and each transfor�
mation is tried and evaluated� Earliest examples of this method are corre�
lation methods��� more recently� the method has been tried with evaluation
functions like those used in bounded error recognition above�� Recognition
algorithms based on sampling are generally weak �in the sense de�ned above�
with � being directly related to the degree of discretization of transforma�
tion space� Their complexity is therefore proportional to �D� where D is the
dimensionality of transformation space�

Sweep The Critical Point Sampling �CPS algorithm� is essentially a sweep
of the arrangement�� formed by the constraint sets C�mi� bj� for all i and
j �for a related approach� see�� Each cell of this arrangement describes
�at most one bipartite graph of correspondences between model and image
features� By solving the maximal bipartite matching problem for each of
these cells� we can �nd the overall best match� Note that the CPS algorithm
was the �rst known polynomial time recognition algorithm�

Note that even in the simplest case case of arrangements of constraint sets
C that are halfspaces in a D�dimensional transformation space� the worst�
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case number of cells that needs to be tested is ���nMnBD� For circular
error bounds or non�linear transformation spaces �TR
� TRS�� the com�
plexity for the worst case is even higher� Sweep methods also have high
space complexities�

RAST The high complexity and overhead of sweep�based methods and
search methods based on linear programming �see below is due to two fac�
tors� �� The arrangement of constraint sets is explored fully� even though
in practice� there are often large regions of transformation space that can
easily be eliminated from further consideration� even though they contain
many cells� �
 Intersections of constraint sets are computed exactly� at
considerable cost�

The RAST algorithm� �Recognition by Adaptive Subdivision of Trans�
formation Space attempts to remedy both these problems� Essentially� the
method constructs a spatial subdivision �more concretely� kD�trie��� a data
structure similar to a kD�tree data structure in transformation space� For
many evaluation functions� the maximum solution over each region of the
trie can be evaluated� and only regions that potentially contain a solution
better than the one found already need to be subdivided further�

The advantage of the RAST algorithm is that it replaces the costly gen�
eral linear programming problem with a simpler problem of determining the
intersections between individual constraint polyhedra and a hyperrectangle�
Furthermore� large regions of transformation space are never subdivided very
deeply at all� Finally� by exploring the trie carfully� the space requirements
can be kept small� only a single path from the root of the trie to the current
leaf needs to be kept�

If the depth of the spatial subdivision in the RAST algorithm is limited
to d� it forms a weak recognition algorithm in the above sense with � �
e�d� In that case� it is guaranteed to complete in polynomial worst�case
time� Otherwise� we can make a heuristic argument that the algorithm runs
in polynomial time in the average case� At least for the cases of T
 and
TRS
� the RAST algorithm probably currently represents the most e�cient
recognition algorithm for the problem of recognition from unlabeled point
features�

	



��� Correspondence�Based Algorithms

Search The basic idea behind using depth��rst search for object recogni�
tion is to start with an empty matching between model features and image
features and non�deterministically add correspondences to it until it becomes
inconsistent� the maximal matching obtained in this way is a solution to the
recognition problem�

Depth��rst search has been used by a number of researchers���� �� � often
combined with heuristic methods for speeding up the search� While such
algorithms have exponential worst case and �in some cases exponential av�
erage case running times��� they are very popular because they are easy to
implement and can take advantage of diverse kinds of geometric and non�
geometric constraints� If we choose our problems and features carefully and if
we incorporate heuristics� they can o�er good performance in some practical
situations�

These exponential time search procedures can be modi�ed to run in poly�
nomial time�	 Like the sweep�based methods� the resulting algorithm also vis�
its every cell in the arrangement generated by the constraint sets� However�
the amount of space required is less� and the order of exploration may allow
existing heuristics and pruning techniques to be incorporated more easily�

Alignment Alignment�
� �� is a special kind of depth��rst search algorithm�
Alignment picks a minimum number of correspondences between model and
image features necessary to determine a transformation uniquely in the error
free case� This transformation is then used to transform the model and to
evaluate the match between the model and the image�

Usually� this minimum number of correspondences is half the dimension
D of transformation space �i�e�� 
 in the case of TRS
 and � in the case
of TRS�� Since alignment algorithms try most such correspondences� the

complexity of an alignment algorithm is ���nMnBd
D

�
eE� where E is the

time required to evaluate a single match�
Alignment does not solve the bounded error recognition problem exactly�

The reason is that there may be error on the location of the points used to
determine the initial pose� However� an alignment within some error bound
� usually implies the existence of a bounded error match with some error
bound c�� where c is a small constant factor��� 
� �� c� Note that alignment is
not a weak algorithm in the sense described above� since we cannot choose c
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to be arbitrarily small� Hence� alignment solves a genuinely di�erent �though
closely related problem from bounded error recognition�

��� Open Problems

There are three key open problems in bounded error recognition� �� We
would like to know whether the complexity of alignment constitutes a lower
bound on the worst case of recognition� even an answer for the case of � � �
would be interesting� �
 Even if we cannot necessarily improve the worst�
case performance of recognition algorithms� we would like to obtain average
case algorithms with performance signi�cantly better than that of alignment�
�� All known algorithms have complexity exponential in the dimension of
transformation space� however� the interesting case of non�rigid matching
represents an in�nite�dimensional transformation space with a special struc�
ture� and the question arises whether there are e�cient �possibly approxi�
mate algorithms for this case as well�

What we have seen is that recognition algorithms are generally based
on an exploration of the arrangment of the constraint sets for a particular
recognition problem� There are several reasons to believe that better algo�
rithms might exist than those described above� �� The RAST algorithm
already has slightly lower complexity than an alignment algorithm� �
 We
are only interested in cells with speci�c properties �those maximal wrt� our
evaluation function� �� While there are nBnM total constraint sets forming
the arrangement� these sets are speci�ed by 
nB��nM parameters� meaning
that the arrangement is not completely general� �� In practice� features are
distributed highly non�uniformly and error bounds are small relative to the
size of the image�

� Indexing

In the previous section� we considered the on�line recognition problem� that
is� we assumed that the recognition algorithm was given a model and an
image and told to compute the optimal match between them� In practice�
we can usually allow a recognition algorithm to perform o��line computation
on one or more models before being confronted with the image�

Of particular interest is the case in which a recognition algorithm has
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to perform recognition from a large model base� that is� where it has to
�nd matching models among a large number N of possible models� This
problem is commonly known as the indexing problem �often� indexing is
considered only an approximate pre�selection step� followed by the applica�
tion of a recognition algorithm� but the two views of indexing are essentially
equivalent�

The primary focus of indexing algorithms is to reduce the time complexity
in N � Note that we can trivially achieve linear complexity in N simply by
applying a recognition algorithm successively to each model�

As is common �though not necessarily justi�ed in the analysis of the
indexing problem� we will assume for the time being that correspondences
between model and image points are known� Then� the indexing problem
is the following problem� Given a collection of N ordered sets of K model
points Mn � fmn

� � � � � �m
n
Kg � R

� and an ordered set of K image points
B � fb�� � � � � bKg � R

�� determine for which n there exists a transformation
such that for all k the error bounds are satis�ed�

�k � �� � � � �K � kP �Tmn
k� bkk � � ��

A change of perspective which greatly simpli�es the analysis is to view a
model M not as an ordered collection of K points in R

�� but instead as a
single point m in R

�K �called model space� and� by analogy� consider the
image B as a single point b in R

�K �called view space� The bounded error
condition from Equation � can then be shown to correspond to a metric d in
image space� and we can de�ne a predicate match as�

match�m� b �� 	T � T � d�P �Tm� b � � �	

What makes the evaluation of this predicate di�cult in practice is the exis�
tential quanti�cation over T �

��� Trivial Transformation Space

To get a better idea of the di�culties of the indexing problem� let us �rst
assume that transformation space is trivial and only consists of the identity
transformation� T � f�g� Then� Equation 	 simply turns into�

match�m� b �� d�Pm� b � � ��
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If we precompute Pm� then �nding the set of n for which this predicate is
satis�ed can be seen simply to be a range query problem��� �� in R

�K� Such
range query problems can be solved in worst�case time �we assume that the
output is small O��logN�K and using space O�N�logN�K�� using range
trees� In practice� k�D trees are probably a better approach� they require
space O�KN and their average case time complexity is O�K logN� unfor�

tunately� the worst�case complexity is only guaranteed to be O�KN�� �

�K �

��� Indexing by Point Location

The actual indexing problem is more complex� since transformation space is
non�trivial� However� we can still eliminate the existential quanti�er in the
above equation as follows� We de�ne the view set Vm of the model m under
error � as follows �see also the references��� ���

Vm � fb � R
�K � 	T � T d�P �Tm� b � �g ��

The match predicate de�ned above then becomes a simple test of set mem�
bership�

match�m� b �� b � Vm ��

It is not di�cult to show that view sets Vm are semi�algebraic sets for
the error bounds and transformation spaces that interest us� in fact� view
sets inherit most of the structure �e�g�� dimension� connectedness of the
transformation space used in the recognition problem�

Point location algorithms with asymptotic time complexityO�logN in N
are known for such sets��� With appropriate preprocessing of the arrangment
generated by the N view sets Vm� using such algorithms� we can therefore
solve the indexing problem in time logarithmic in N � which is optimal� How�
ever� a signi�cant drawback of such approaches is that the only known bound
on their space requirement in K is doubly exponential� and it is doubtful
whether a straightforward implementation of such algorithms is practical�

��� View�Based Approximation and Canonicalization

Since we have better� more practical algorithms available for the problem of
range queries than for the problem of point location in general collections of
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�semi�algebraic sets� it would be nice if we could reduce the indexing problem
to a range query problem even in the case of nontrivial transformation spaces�

There are two basic approaches� The �rst is the method of invariants���

which basically seeks to identify functions that are constant over the view�set
for � � �� However� there are known serious limitations to the application of
invariants for the recognition of arbitrary objects��� ��� ��

An alternative approach is based on the view�based approximation��
� �	�
������� �	

Here� we approximate the view�set Vm as a collection of balls� The method
derives its name from the fact that at the center of each such ball is a di�er�
ent view of the object� for example� obtained by taking images of the object
from di�erent directions�

If we want to cover Vm with a �nite set of balls of bounded size� it is
necessary that Vm is compact� Unfortunately� the translational component
of transformation space gives rise to a non�compact view set� We can avoid
this problem by simply bounding translations� In that case� we need ���

balls of diameter � to cover Vm�
It is signi�cantly more e�cient to use a technique called canonicaliza�

tion� in which we perform a 
D alignment �see above with a �xed set of
points to �factor out� 
D equiform transformations �translation� rotation�
and scale before indexing� It can be shown that after canonicalization� only

 parameters remain that describe the di�erent possible viewing transfor�
mations �these parameters are often associated with the surface of the so
called viewing sphere� Consequently� view sets are two�dimensional sur�
faces and number of views needed to cover them can be shown to grow as
� ��

���� Note that since canonicalization involves an alignment� the above com�
ments about the nature of the alignment approximation to bounded error
recognition apply here as well�

Therefore� using the view�based approximation and canonicalization� we
can solve the �D indexing problem for N objects approximately as a range
query problem on ���N views�

��� Open Problems

�Geometric Exponentiality� Even if we are given correspondences� all
known indexing algorithms� including those given above� that achieve poly�
logarithmic time complexity inN have have exponential requirements and�or
time complexity in K� As we can see� this property of indexing algorithms is
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closely linked to the complexity of known range query and point location algo�
rithms� The asymptotically best known indexing algorithm with polynomial
complexity in K is using the view�based approximation and canonicalization
to representN objects by ���N views� and solving the associated range query
problem using k�D trees�

�Combinatorial Exponentiality� Above� we were assuming that cor�
respondences between model and image features were known� In practice�
such correspondences are di�cult to extract reliably from images� If we take
the �naive� approach towards handling the absence of correspondences and
simply try all correspondences� we end up with an indexing algorithm that
has space and�or time complexity exponential in K� even if we solve the
problem of geometric exponentiality� The recognition algorithms mentioned
in Section � can operate in polynomial time without such correspondence
information� It would be interesting to see whether similar techniques can
be incorporated into indexing algorithms�

� Conclusions

We have seen that problems in visual object recognition are closely related to
several fundamental problems in combinatorial and computational geometry�
In particular� on�line recognition can be viewed as the problem of searching
the arrangement generated by a collection of constraint sets� while recognition
with pre�processing �indexing and assuming correspondences can be viewed
as a high�dimensional point�location or range query problem�

However� the standard methods for solving these problems are not entirely
satisfactory for actual recognition problems� since they do not appear to take
full advantage of the constraints inherent in the problems� and since they are
also not optimized for the kind of average case that is common in actual
recognition situations �e�g�� small �� It is to be hoped that this survey will
encourage researchers in combinatorial and geometric algorithms to develop
better algorithms� Even negative results �i�e�� tight� ine�cient lower bounds
are of great interest� since they would indicate that the problem itself needs
to be approached di�erently�
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Figure �� Example of features and error bounds� White lines illustrate fea�
tures commonly returned by low�level feature extraction modules� Circles
indicate error bounds for locations where features are predicted by a �D
model of the airliner� Note that there are image features that do not match
model features� and that there are model features that do not match image
features�
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Figure 
� A formalization of the recognition problem under bounded error�
Shown is a model of � points for some particular pose �transformation T �
Its features are projected via central projection into the image and compared
with the image features� each of which is associated with a circular error
bound� The bipartite graph that represents this match is shown on the
right�
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Problem Dim Structure Applications Comments

T� �D translation � R
�

OCR� line drawings� speech
recognition� primitive for
TR��TRS�

simplest� most e�cient case�
transformation space is easy
to visualize

TR� �D translation and
rotation equiform
transformations�

� R
�
� S� industrial parts recognition�

line drawings
can be reduced to T� by
sampling rotations

TRS� �D translation�
rotation� and scale


 R
�

industrial parts recognition�
line drawings� solving TR�

linear relationship between
error bounds and subsets of
transformation space�

A� �D linear or a�ne
transformations

� R
�

laminar objects in ��space
can be modeled exactly as
�D objects under a�ne
transformations��

linear relationship between
error bounds and subsets of
transformation space�

TRS� �D translation�
rotation� and scale

� R
�
� R

�
�

SO��
recognition of �D rigid
objects

A� �D linear or a�ne
transformations

�� R
��

solving TRS�

translation�
rotation� scale� and
smooth non�rigid
deformation

� recognition of natural
objects

no known e�cient
recognition algorithms

Table �� Di�erent kinds of transformation spaces useful for visual object
recognition�
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